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Résumé :
Cet exposé a pour but de présenter les éléments essentiels pour la compréhension et l’analyse
de l’interaction cognitive entre les humains sans toutefois avoir la prétention de proposer des
définitions univoques. On s’intéressera, notamment, aux signaux d’interaction pour la
communication verbale et non verbale, d’émotions, d’intentions... ainsi que pour la régulation
de l’interaction. Nous présenterons des études montrant l’importance de ces signaux dans
l’interaction face-à-face. Ensuite, nous montrerons comment ces signaux sont exploités et
analysés en robotique. Ces méthodologies font appels à des domaines très variés couvrant le
traitement du signal, la reconnaissance des formes ou bien encore l’intelligence artificielle.
Cet exposé se propose également de pointer les challenges ainsi que les limitations des
méthodologies et applications en interaction cognitive.
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Abstract :

Cooperation is one of the highlights of human cognition. True cooperation requires the ability
to understand and share the goals of another individual and to create and share a coordinated
plan of action to achieve the common goal. This places strong requirements on perceptual and
cognitive functions. In this context we can consider that human beings are the ultimate
example of cooperative agents. We can thus adopt the strategy of understanding human
cooperation both from the perspective of behaviour, and in terms of the underlying
neurophysiology.
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Résumé :

In this talk, I present an online adaptation approach and a long-term learning approach for
socially assistive robotic (SAR) systems that aim to provide customized help protocols
through motivation, encouragements, and companionship to users suffering from physical
and/or cognitive changes related to stroke, aging and Alzheimer’s disease. The role of the
robot’s personality in the hands-off therapy process designed for stroke, focusing on the
relationship between the level of extroversion-introversion of the robot and the user is also
investigated. Moreover, a 8-month pilot study with people suffering from cognitive changes
related to aging and/or Alzheimer’s disease depict a more efficient, natural, and preferred
interaction with the robot rather than with the simulated robot.
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